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OPERATIONAL BASICS
The EDGE land levelers feature unique brackets on top of the frame 
to set a bucket on and take less space on a trailer when transporting 
(the bucket will still need to be secured before transporting).  EDGE 
land levelers are available in 72” (1828 mm), 78” (1981 mm) and 
84” (2133 mm) working width sizes.  Models with optional hydraulic 
scarifi er have nine 6” long teeth that dig in and break up hard packed 
soil.  A 1.5” (38 mm) x 6” (152 mm) hydraulic cylinder engages the 
scarifi er teeth.  All land levelers come complete with bolt on reversible 
cutting edges, hoses and fl at face couplers.

EDGE® LAND LEVELER
The EDGE land leveler is the perfect landscaping preparation 
attachment designed to sift dirt and remove large chunks and rocks 
for a smooth fi nish.  The land leveler can be used to smooth out lots, 
roads and trails or prepare running tracks and baseball diamonds.  

edgeattach.com
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FEATURES
• Frame features unique brackets to set a bucket on top of for transport
• Smooth out lots and prepare running tracks and baseball fi elds
• Sifts dirt and removes rocks for smooth fi nish
• Models with optional scarifi er have a 6” digging depth
• Nine 6” teeth dig in and break up hard soil

SPECIFICATION

 Model
Weight 
(lbs/kg)

Working Width
(in/mm)

Overall Width
(in/mm)

 
No. of Teeth

Tine Length
(in/mm)

LL72 660/299 72/1828 73/1854
N/A N/ALL78 735/333 78/1981 80/2032

LL84 770/349 84/2133 86/2184
LL72S 895/405 72/1828 73/1854

9 6/152LL78S 930/421 78/1981 80/2032
LL84S 1025/464 84/2133 86/2184

*Note: Machine compatibility is based on operating capacity of the machine and the weight of the attachment

Radial Skid Loaders Vertical Skid Loaders Track Loaders Articulated Loaders

Machine Compatibility
   Gehl / Mustang

3640E/
2026

R135/
1350R

R150/
1500R

R165/
1650R

R190/
1900R

R220/
2200R

R260/
2600R

V270/
2700V

V330
3300V

V400/
4000V

RT175/
1750RT

RT210/
2100RT

RT250/
2500RT 340 540 650/

608
750/
708

*Land Leveler ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

With Scarifier

Standard Land Leveler


